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The #1 Rule of a Gunfight? There Are No Rules
The following article originally appeared on PoliceOne.com,
the online resource for law enforcement, and is reprinted by permission of the PoliceOne editorial team. Visit PoliceOne to access
articles, information and resources that help officers across the
United States protect their communities and stay safe on the streets.
By Mike Rayburn
As law enforcement officers, we deal with rules and regulations on a daily basis. Sometimes it’s enforcing the rules and
regulations of the road by issuing traffic citations to those that
violate them. Other times we find ourselves adhering to the rules
and regulations that are set forth by our departments.
Whether enforcing or following, there seems to be a rule
or regulation for just about everything we do. In keeping with
that theme, let me give you the first rule of a gunfight: There
are no rules.
So how do you prepare yourself for a gunfight if there are no rules?
The first thing you have to do is acknowledge that you are in
a gunfight. You’re not standing next to your fellow co-workers
on the range waiting for the whistle to blow and punching holes
in a paper target. Gunfights are very fast and very fluid things.

You need to be able to shoot and move, shoot while moving and
do so fast and accurately, and do it in low light as well.
Since there are no rules in a gunfight, let’s look at some of the
facts of a gunfight. The majority of gunfights are up close and personal, not at the 25-yard line. Yes, they do happen at that distance
occasionally, but they are far and few between and hardly worth the
amount of training time we spend out at those greater distances.
Let’s face it, where do most officers have trouble hitting the
target from: the 25-yard line or the 5-yard line?
Why waste the amount of time that we do waste at those greater
distances, when the majority of shootings are up close and personal?
I know some of you want to argue that “if they can hit the target
from out there, then they can hit it in close.” The facts are that a
gunfight at 25 yards is a totally different animal than a gunfight
that’s taking place a few feet, or a few inches, from you.
Some will argue that we want to “maintain our reactionary gap.”
That’s great, but how do you handcuff and search someone from
10 feet away? How do you ID someone or conduct a field sobriety
test from the 25-yard line?
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Bad Breath Distance

The nature of our business is up close and personal, that’s why
the majority of our shootings take place at that distance.
Until we all get robots to do our searches and field tests, we’re left
to do the dirty work. That means we have to get in close to handcuff, ID, search, run field sobriety tests, etc. That being the case,
we need to train at those close distances, and that means training
on point shooting.
I know, I know, I’ve opened up the proverbial can of worms again,
but facts are facts. In reality, every firearms instructor out there is
teaching some form or another of point shooting.
Does your department teach weapon retention shooting? As your
forearm is locked into your side with the gun canted away from
your body, so the slide doesn’t get caught on your clothing, where
is your sight picture there?
Does your department teach the shove-and-shoot drill where you
shove the target and shoot it at close distance? How about hip shooting, or any other close quarters tactics where the gun is dropped
below eye level? If so, then you’re learning point shooting.
Well, that’s if you’re doing these drills right. If you’re shoving the
target and then waiting until you have enough distance between you
and the target to bring your gun up to eye level before firing, then
you’re doing the drill all wrong. Let alone that if you tried that on the
street, you’d more than likely be on the losing end of that gunfight.
As we’ve seen on a number of occasions, the bad guys don’t always
back away from us, creating some distance — sometimes they come
right at us, and if you’re not prepared for that, you could be overwhelmed by it. A number of officers have been caught off guard and
couldn’t believe the offender kept coming at them, even after the
bad guy had been shot, and sometimes shot with multiple rounds.
Why were they caught off guard? Because they had never trained
for that possibility.
In addition, you need to be trained to shoot multiple rounds. We
all know that we shoot to stop the threat, but what exactly does that
mean? Do we shoot one round, and then wait to see what the results
are? Years ago it was the double tap.
You fired two rounds, stopped and assessed, and then fired
two more rounds if necessary. It took us awhile to figure out that
one wasn’t working, yet some departments still teach the dreaded
double tap.
It takes the average person 4.6 seconds to bleed out to the point
of unconsciousness from a center mass hit. That’s not death, that’s
just to the point of unconsciousness. How many rounds can you fire
in 4.6 seconds? Five? Six? Maybe more?
If you double tap the bad guy while he’s firing five or six into
you at the same time, guess who’s going to bleed out to the point of
unconsciousness? You need to fire — and keep firing — until the
bad guy is down and no longer poses a threat to you or any innocent
third parties.
Look for part two of this article in an upcoming issue of BOLO!
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General Election Results

See how the candidates and propositions endorsed
by LAAPOA and/or PORAC fared in the general election.
Go to www.laapoa.com.

2013-2014 LAAPOA Board of Directors
Candidate’s Name

Office

Number of
Candidates

Votes for
Candidate

Total
Votes Cast

Percent
of Vote

Elected

*Marshall McClain

President

1

All

N/A

100%

Yes

*Julius Levy

Vice President

2

148

197

75.1%

Yes

Larry Hatfield

Vice President

2

49

197

24.8%

No

Rupert Staine

Treasurer

1

All

N/A

100%

Yes

Bill Adrian

Secretary

2

74

197

37.5%

No

Michael Dear

Secretary

2

122

197

61.9%

Yes

Julio Aparicio

Asst. Secretary

1

All

N/A

100%

Yes

LAX
*Luis Alejandre

Director

4

All

N/A

100%

Yes

*Richard Andrade

Director

4

All

N/A

100%

Yes

*Bruce Autry

Director

4

All

N/A

100%

Yes

Andre Soto

Director

4

All

N/A

100%

Yes

ONT
*Robert Mainwaring Jr. Director

2

All

N/A

100%

Yes

Mike DeSouza

2

All

N/A

100%

Yes

All

N/A

100%

Yes

Director

VYN/PMD
*Joseph Barrett

Director

1

Elected positions with all votes for candidate were nominated, unopposed and confirmed the appointment.
* = Incumbent
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Qualify for the Member Benefits1 program and receive exclusive loan rate
discounts, dividend rate bonuses and more!
• 0.20% dividend rate bonus2 on Share
and IRA Share certificates
• Loan APR reductions3 up to 0.50%
• $200 closing cost rebate4 on new or
refinanced LAPFCU first mortgages
In addition to great rates, you can save up to $5005 per year on service
and ATM fees!
Get more out of your LAPFCU membership—get Member Benefits!
Visit memberbenefits.lapfcu.org or call 877-MY-LAPCU (877-6952732) TODAY.

1
Member must fulfill Member Benefit Program requirements in order to receive incentives. Program is subject to change or cancellation at any time without notice. Restrictions may apply. Ask for details. Member
Benefits incentives may not be combined with any other offers. 20.20% dividend rate bonus applied to new or rollover Share/IRA Certificates. $500.00 minimum required deposit to obtain bonus. Early withdrawal
penalty may apply. 3APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Applies to new loans only. May receive all three of the following if criteria are met: a 0.15% APR reduction for consumer loans, 0.25% APR reduction for
consumer loan automatic payment and 0.10% APR reduction incentive for applying online. Excludes all real estate, unsecured lines of credit, Visa credit cards, and Share- and Certificate-secured loans. 4$200
closing cost rebate may be used for in-house refinances. Rebate credited to member account within 10 days of loan funding. 5Combined annual savings on checking account maintenance fees, ATM rebates,
free box of checks and Member-requested fee reimbursements. Savings up to $500 per year with a Performance Checking account; up to $320 per year with an E-Benefits checking account; and up to $260
per year with a Free Checking with Direct Deposit account. Savings based upon ATM usage reimbursements and checking account service fee reimbursements. Monthly checking account maintenance fees
waived if Member Benefits requirements are met. Up to $10 in member-requested service fee reimbursements can be applied to one transaction per month. Visit memberbenefits.lapfcu.org for a complete list of
reimbursable fees. 0912-35
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